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Abstract. Recent works in deep-learning have shown that second-order
information is beneficial in many computer-vision tasks. Second-order in-
formation can be enforced both in the spatial context and the abstract
feature dimensions. In this work, we explore two second-order compo-
nents. One is focused on second-order spatial information to increase
the performance of image descriptors, both local and global. It is used
to re-weight feature maps, and thus emphasise salient image locations
that are subsequently used for description. The second component is
concerned with a second-order similarity (SOS) loss, that we extend to
global descriptors for image retrieval, and is used to enhance the triplet
loss with hard-negative mining. We validate our approach on two dif-
ferent tasks and datasets for image retrieval and image matching. The
results show that our two second-order components complement each
other, bringing significant performance improvements in both tasks and
lead to state-of-the-art results across the public benchmarks. Code avail-
able at: http://github.com/tonyngjichun/SOLAR
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1 Introduction
Second-order information is receiving increasing attention in computer-vision. It
can be exploited in image retrieval in form of spatial auto-correlation of features,
or by second-order similarities in a metric space. Bilinear features [10,13,24]
compute second-order correlation, but significantly expand feature dimensions,
requiring subsequent dimensionality reduction. Second-order (self) attention,
successful in natural-language processing (NLP) [52], tackles the dimensional-
ity problem with a multi-headed approach and is hence studied extensively in
various vision areas [53,55,58,59]. Although recent deep-learning based global
descriptors provide effective ways to aggregate features into a compact global
vector, they have not explored the correlations between features within a fea-
ture map. Meanwhile, second-order similarity [47] has recently been shown to
improve patch descriptors for image matching, and has been widely adopted in
different vision tasks. In this work, we exploit the second-order relations between
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Fig. 1: Illustration of our SOLAR (Second-Order Loss and Attention for image
Retrieval) descriptor. Left. We exploit second-order spatial relations, re-weighting the
feature maps to give a better global representation of the image. Right. We also apply
second-order similarity of learning discriptor distances during training of SOLAR.
features at different spatial locations and combine with second-order descriptor
similarity to improve feature descriptors for image retrieval and matching. This
is illustrated in Fig. 1. On the left, we learn optimal relative feature contribu-
tion spatially (colours of the stars correspond to the frame borders showing the
attention for that location). On the right, we use second-order similarity in the
descriptor space to make the distance between clusters consistent.
Our main contributions are the following:
a) We combine the second-order spatial attention and the second-order descrip-
tor loss to improve image features for retrieval and matching.
b) We show how to combine second-order attention for consecutive feature maps
at different resolution to improve the descriptors and we perform a thorough ab-
lation study on its effects.
c) We demonstrate that the combination of second-order spatial information
and similarity loss generalises well in the context of local and global descriptor
learning.
d) We validate our method with extensive evaluation on two public benchmarks
for image retrieval and matching, showing significant improvements compared
to the state-of-the-art.
2 Related Work
Methods for image retrieval [2,18,35,36,37] and place recognition [3,11,31] can
be divided into two broad categories: local aggregation and global single-pass.
Most methods prior to deep-learning were based on local aggregation, e.g. Bag-
of-Words (BoW) [43] which aggregates a set of handcrafted, SIFT-like [9,25] local
features into a single global vector [17,18,19,20,35,36,43,48,50]. While many of
the local aggregation methods carried-over into the deep-learning era [31,44,45],
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the CNNs [16,23,42] with highly expressive feature maps [12] provided an effec-
tive approach for global descriptor encoding. Early attempts were mostly hybrid
methods, exploring CNN features as direct analogies to local descriptors and ag-
gregating them with similar techniques [1,4,44]. Later works showed that CNN
feature maps can be embedded into a descriptor with a single-pass of a pool-
ing operation [15,38,39,51], while matching the level of performance from local
aggregation methods. We group these methods into global single-pass.
Local Aggregation methods generally consist of two steps. First, local fea-
tures are detected and described by hand-crafted operators such as SIFT [25]
and SURF [9], or CNN-based local descriptors [4,31]. Second, the descriptors are
combined into a compact vector. Early works on BoW assigned local descriptors
to visual words through various size codebooks [43]. They were then encoded with
matching techniques e.g. Hamming Embedding [18], Fisher Kernels [33,34] and
Selective Match Kernels [48]; or with aggregation techniques e.g. k-means [30,35]
and VLAD [19,20]. With the advent of CNN descriptors [46,47,57], learnt fea-
tures [4,14,29,31] led to substantial improvements in challenging, large-scale re-
trieval benchmarks [31,37]. Some hybrid methods also learn local-to-global en-
coding [1,5]. A recent state-of-the-art local aggregation system [45] considers
features only from regions-of-interest [40], filtering out the irrelevant ones such
as the sky, background and moving objects.
Global Single-Pass methods, in contrast, do not separate the extraction and
aggregation steps. Instead, the global descriptor is generated by a single forward-
pass through a CNN. Notice that even though hybrid methods use CNN features
as local descriptors followed by local aggregations [1,29], thus generating the
global descriptor through a forward-pass of a CNN, we do not consider them to
be strictly global single-pass, as an individual local representation is still required
and aggregated with a handcrafted encoding technique. In order to aggregate a
feature map from a CNN, either a general [12] one or fine-tuned on retrieval-
specific datasets [39], a global pooling operation must be applied. Various global
single-pass methods differ mostly by the pooling operations, which include Max-
pooling [51], SPoC [4], CroW [21], R-MAC [51] and GeM [39]. GeM pooling has
been shown to give excellent results in a recent work that optimises a differen-
tiable approximation of the average-precision metric [41].
Second-Order Attention mechanisms proved successful in NLP [52]. It has
since gained popularity in various computer-vision tasks, including video clas-
sification [53], GANs [58], semantics segmentation [53,59] and person reID [55].
However, it has not been employed for visual representation and descriptor learn-
ing, in particular for image retrieval and matching tasks. On the other hand,
Second-Order Similarity has only recently been introduced to representation
learning [47] on local patches by confining the second-order distance in clusters
to be similar and distributing them in the area of the unit hypersphere of the
descriptor space. Our work is the first to exploit the second-order spatial atten-
tion in descriptor learning and to combine it with second-order descriptor loss
for learning global image representation for retrieval.
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3 Method
In this section, we first present the state-of-the-art Generalised-Mean (GeM)
pooling [39] which we then extend with our second-order spatial pooling, followed
by second-order similarity loss, whitening and descriptor normalisation.
3.1 Preliminaries
From an input image I ∈ IRH,W,3 processed through a Fully-Convolutional Net-
work (FCN) denoted by θ, we obtain a feature map f = θ(I) ∈ IRh,w,d where h,w
and d are height, width and feature dimensionality, respectively. For h,w > 1,
Generalised-Mean (GeM) pooling was proposed in [39] as a flexible way to ag-
gregate the feature map into a single descriptor vector D = GeM(f, p). The GeM
pooling with learnable parameter p is defined as
GeM (f, p) =
(
1
N
N∑
i=0
fpi
) 1
p
. (1)
3.2 Second-Order Spatial Pooling
Motivation. There are two main motivations for using spatial second-order at-
tention specifically for image retrieval. First, p in Equation 1 is able to adjust
each local contribution from f to the global descriptor D according the their cor-
responding feature activation, i.e. absolute magnitude of a feature vector, which
is considered a first-order measurement. Thus, it assumes the independence of
various locations in the map and does not include any relative contribution of
each spatial feature with respect to the other features.
This is followed closely by the second motivation, where in the case of FCNs
such as VGG [42] and ResNet [16], each local feature that contributes to the
global descriptor D has a limited receptive field covering pixels from the input
image. Thus, in Equation 1, for a specific fi, GeM pooling lacks information on
its relation to other features {fk : k 6= i} in f.
Therefore we propose to generate a map fso with local features fsoi,j that
reflect the correlations between all spatial locations from within fso, hence the
‘second-order’. Ideally, this will allow the model to learn the optimal relative
contribution of each spatial feature to the final descriptor D.
Formulation. Let each location (i, j) in map f correspond to (iI , jI) when
projected onto the input image I. Assuming a rectangular receptive field R =
[Rx, Ry] each vector fi,j ∈ f is a function of the input pixels IR included in the
receptive field R.
To incorporate second-order spatial information into the feature pooling, we
adopt the non-local block [53]. A visualisation of the concept is shown in the top
left of Fig. 2. First, we generate two projections of feature map f termed query
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Fig. 2: Pipeline for our proposed global descriptor, SOLAR. We insert a number of
Second-Order Attention (SOA) blocks at different levels of a CNN backbone, followed
by GeM [39] pooling, whitening and `2 normalisation. We train SOLAR using a triplet
network combining first and second-order descriptor loss.
q head, and key k head, each obtained through 1 × 1 convolutions3. Then, by
flattening both tensors, we obtain q and k with shape d×hw. The second-order
attention map z is then computed through
z = softmax(α · qᵀk), (2)
where α is a scaling factor and z has shape hw × hw, enabling each fi,j to
correlate with features from the whole map f. A third projection of f is then
obtained by value head v, in a similar way to q and k, but resulting in shape
hw×d. Finally, fso map is obtained from the first-order features f by the second-
order attention
fso = f + ψ (z× v) , (3)
where ψ is another 1× 1 convolution3 to control the influence of the attention.
Thus, a new feature fsoi,j in the second-order map f
so (reshaped to h×w× d), is
a function of features from all locations in f
fsoi,j = g(zij  f), (4)
where g denotes the combination of all convolutional operations within the non-
local block. We can express each feature fsoi,j as a function of the full input image
fsoi,j = φ (i, j, I), viewed from location (i, j), with φ as the new FCN with the
non-local block(s). Finally, our extended GeM-pooling
GeM (fso, p) =
(
1
N
N∑
i=0
fso
p
i
) 1
p
(5)
incorporates second-order information from feature correlations. This is referred
to as the Second-Order Attention (SOA) block in the remainder of the paper.
3 We omit Batch-Norm, ReLU and channel reduction for simplicity. Please refer to
our code for the exact model details: http://github.com/tonyngjichun/SOLAR
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3.3 Second-Order Similarity Loss
First-Order Similarity. The triplet loss is a standard formulation for learning
first-order descriptors [8,27,46]. Given a set of triplets formed by anchor, positive
and negative images, their corresponding global descriptors are denoted as {(Da,
Dp, Dn)}. The triplet loss with margin m can be considered as first-order in the
descriptor space
LFOS = 1|{(Da,Dp,Dn)}|
∑
{(Da,Dp,Dn)}
max
(
0, ‖Da −Dp‖2 − ‖Da −Dn‖2 +m
)
(6)
Second-Order Similarity. Following SOSNet [47] in local features, a second-
order similarity loss can also be applied to global descriptors. We hard-mine
negative pairs as in [39] and calculate the SOS loss for our descriptors
LSOS = 1|{(Da,Dp,Dn)}|
∑
{(Da,Dp,Dn)}
(‖Da −Dn‖2 − ‖Dp −Dn‖2) 12 . (7)
The final objective function is a combination of first and second-order loss for
global descriptors obtained with second-order spatial attention balanced by λ
L = LFOS + λLSOS . (8)
3.4 Descriptor Whitening
Whitening operation is crucial for obtaining well performing descriptors. While
the original work in GeM [39] used a linear projection for descriptor whiten-
ing [26], recent experiments4 show superior results from whitening operation
learnt end-to-end. We follow this new approach, by inserting a bias-enabled
fully-connected layer after GeM pooling with `2-norm, and train it end-to-end.
3.5 Network Architecture and Training
The pipeline of our proposed method is shown in Fig. 2. The SOA blocks are
insert-able at any feature maps (including intermediate ones), as they serve
as learnt feature attention mechanisms. During training all triplets are passed
through shared weight networks. Hard-negative mining is also performed at the
start of every epoch from a random pool of negatives and it is assured that no
negatives from each triplet are from the same scene / landmark class. This is to
provide high sample variability from within the mini-batch. Details are described
in Section 6.
4 http://github.com/filipradenovic/cnnimageretrieval-pytorch
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4 Results on Large-Scale Image Retrieval
In this section, we present results of SOLAR on large-scale image retrieval tasks
and compare to the existing methods, both local aggregation and global single-
pass.
4.1 Datasets
Google Landmarks 18 (GL18) [45] is an extension to the original Kaggle
challenge [31] dataset. It contains over 1.2 million photos from 15k landmarks
around the world. These landmarks cover a wide-range of classes from historic
cities to modern metropolitan areas to nature scenery. GL18 also contains over
80k bounding boxes singling out the most prominent landmark in each image.
In this work it serves as a semi-automatically labelled training dataset.
Revisited Oxford and Paris [37] is the commonly used dataset for evaluat-
ing the performance of global descriptors on large-scale image retrieval tasks.
Oxford [35] and Paris [36] datasets were recently revisited by removing annota-
tion errors and adding new images. The Revisted-Oxford (ROxf) and Revisited-
Paris (RPar) datasets contain 4,993 and 6,322 images respectively, and each
with 70 queries by a bounding box depicting the most prominent landmark in
that query. The evaluation protocol is divided into three difficulty levels – Easy,
Medium and Hard. The mean average precision (mAP) and mean precision at
rank 10 (mP@10) are usually reported as performance metrics. The supplemen-
tary 1M-distractors (R1M) database contains 1-million extra images to test the
robustness of descriptors, using the same protocols and metrics as inROxf-RPar.
4.2 Comparison to the State-of-the-Art on Image Retrieval
SOTA. Recent works on large-scale image retrieval [41,45,56] select GeM [39]
trained on the SfM120k dataset with the contrastive loss as the baseline for
global single-pass methods. However, an update on the GitHub repo by GeM’s
authors4 sets the new state-of-the-art results from GeM trained on the GL18 [45]
dataset, with the triplet loss as in Equation 6. This setting outperforms the
recent method that proposed the AP-loss [41] trained on GL18, when evaluated
on ROxf-RPar [37]. Therefore, unlike other recent papers, we select GeM [39]
trained on GL18 with the triplet loss as our baseline, and we denote it ResNet101-
GeM [SOTA] in Table 1. We also advocate the use of GL18 training dataset
as the new standard protocol for large-scale image retrieval. The inconsistency
of training sets that can be observed across different works makes it difficult
to assess what performance gains can be attributed to the proposed methods,
rather than the training sets.
Comparison of SOLAR against other state-of-the-art image retrieval methods
on the ROxf-RPar [37] data is presented in Table 1. By adding SOA blocks,
we achieve state-of-the-art mAP and mP@10 performance, and improve by a
large margin all other global single-pass methods, for both Medium and Hard
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Table 1: Large-scale image retrieval results of our proposed second-order method
against the state-of-the-art on ROxf-RPar [37] and their respective R1M-distractors
sets. We evaluate against the Medium and Hard protocols with the mAP and mP@10
metrics. For global single-pass methods, the first term refers to the backbone CNN. [O]
denotes results from off-the-shelf networks pretrained on Imagenet. Our method uses
ResNet101 with SOA† denoting the best configuration described in Table 2. SOLAR†
is the full proposed method including the Second-Order similarity Loss
Method
Medium Hard
ROxf ROxf+R1M RPar RPar+R1M ROxf ROxf+R1M RPar RPar+R1M
mAP mP@10 mAP mP@10 mAP mP@10 mAP mP@10 mAP mP@10 mAP mP@10 mAP mP@10 mAP mP@10
L
o
ca
l
A
g
g
.
HesAff-rSIFT-ASMK? [49] 60.4 85.6 45.0 76.0 61.2 97.9 42.0 95.3 36.4 56.7 25.7 42.1 34.5 80.6 16.5 63.4
DELF-ASMK? [45] 65.7 87.9 – – 77.1 98.7 – – 41.0 57.9 – – 54.6 90.9 – –
DELF-D2R-R-ASMK? [45] 69.9 89.0 – – 78.7 99.0 – – 45.6 61.9 – – 57.7 93.0 – –
— DELF [GL18] [45] 73.3 90.0 61.0 84.6 80.7 99.1 60.2 97.9 47.6 64.3 33.6 53.7 61.3 93.4 29.9 82.4
G
lo
b
a
l
S
in
g
le
-P
a
ss
AlexNet-GeM [39] 43.3 62.1 24.2 42.8 58.0 91.6 29.9 84.6 17.1 26.2 9.4 11.9 29.7 67.6 8.4 39.6
VGG16-GeM [39] 61.9 82.7 42.6 68.1 69.3 97.9 45.4 94.1 33.7 51.0 19.0 29.4 44.3 83.7 19.1 64.9
ResNet101-R-MAC [15] 60.9 78.1 39.3 62.1 78.9 96.9 54.8 93.9 32.4 50.0 12.5 24.9 59.4 86.1 28.0 70.0
ResNet101-SPoC [4] [O] 39.8 61.0 21.5 40.4 69.2 96.7 41.6 92.0 12.4 23.8 2.8 5.6 44.7 78.0 15.3 54.4
ResNet101-CroW [21] 41.4 58.8 22.5 40.5 62.9 94.4 34.1 87.1 13.9 25.7 3.0 6.6 36.9 77.9 10.3 45.1
ResNet101-GeM [39] [O] 45.8 66.2 25.6 45.1 69.7 97.6 46.2 94.0 18.1 31.3 4.7 13.4 47.0 84.9 20.3 70.4
ResNet101-GeM [39] 64.7 84.7 45.2 71.7 77.2 98.1 52.3 95.3 38.5 53.0 19.9 34.9 56.3 89.1 24.7 73.3
ResNet101-GeM+DAME [56] 65.3 85.0 44.7 70.1 77.1 98.4 50.3 94.6 40.4 56.3 22.8 35.6 56.0 88.0 22.0 69.0
ResNet101-GeM+AP [41] 67.5 – 47.5 – 80.1 – 52.5 – 42.8 – 23.2 – 60.5 – 25.1 –
ResNet101-GeM [SOTA] [39] 67.3 84.7 49.5 – 80.6 96.7 57.3 – 44.3 59.7 25.7 – 61.5 90.7 29.8 –
Ours
ResNet101-GeM+SOS 67.6 84.7 50.0 73.1 80.9 96.6 57.6 94.4 44.9 60.1 26.2 42.9 61.9 91.0 30.3 78.9
ResNet101+SOA† 68.6 85.7 51.3 74.7 81.4 96.6 58.8 94.6 46.9 62.7 28.3 46.0 63.7 91.9 32.4 80.9
ResNet101+SOLAR† 69.9 86.7 53.5 76.7 81.6 97.1 59.2 94.9 47.9 63.0 29.9 48.9 64.5 93.0 33.4 81.6
protocols. Adding the Second-Order Loss (denoted by SOLAR†), the results are
further improved by 1%. SOLAR outperforms mAP of the baseline in the most
challenging Hard protocol forROxf andRPar by significant 3.6% and 3.0% gains
respectively, as well as 3.3% and 2.7% in mP@10. Our method also outperforms
the state-of-the-art local aggregation method of DELF-D2R-R-ASMK* in mAP
on ROxf-Hard by 0.3%, RPar-Medium by 0.9% and RPar-Hard by 3.2%.
For R-1M, SOLAR also achieves the state-of-the-art performance across
global single-pass methods, outperforming in mAP the SOTA by 4.0% on ROxf-
Medium, 4.2% on ROxf-Hard ; and by 1.9% on RPar-Medium, 3.6% on RPar-
Hard. Compared to ResNet101-GeM+AP [41] the improvements are even higher
(6.0%, 6.7%, 6.7% and 8.3%). As for local aggregation, SOLAR still achieves com-
parable results in the R-1M set and even outperforms DELF-D2R-R-ASMK* by
3.5% in mAP for RPar-Hard.
Speed & Memory Costs. It should be noted that the memory requirement
for local aggregation descriptors is much higher than for global single-pass e.g.
27.6GB as reported in DELF-D2R-R-ASMK* [45] vs. 7.7GB for GeM [39] &
SOLAR descriptors in the R1M-distractors set. SOLAR also runs with a sig-
nificantly faster speed compared to DELF-D2R-R-ASMK*, i.e. 0.15s processing
time per image vs. >1.5s on a Titan Xp GPU. The SOAs in SOLAR only cause
an extra 7.4% cost in inference time compared to GeM. For the R-1M distrac-
tors set, the extraction time difference is a significant 1.5 days vs. weeks required
for DELF-D2R-R-ASMK*. Hence, SOLAR is much more suitable for large-scale
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Fig. 3: Qualitative examples of second-order attention maps on the ROxf-RPar dataset
[37]. Each row depicts (a): the source image and four corresponding second-order at-
tention maps obtained for specific spatial locations (marked by pink stars). For each
example, four spatial pixel locations are selected – (b): on the dominant landmark, (c):
on a secondary landmark, (d): on the sky and (e): on another background part other
than the sky. Left: easy examples. Right: difficult examples.
retrieval tasks given its scalability when compared to local aggregation methods,
as well as the performance when compared to global single-pass methods.
Moreover, we observe that during training the network converges faster and
leads to higher performance on the benchmarks when training only the SOAs
and the whitening layer, i.e. freezing backbone weights. Not only does this greatly
reduce the training time, it also indicates that the SOAs are optimised for re-
weighting the features, as will be described in the following section.
4.3 Qualitative Retrieval Results
We visualise the effects of second-order feature map re-weighting in Fig. 3. For lo-
cations in the background ((d) & (e)), the attention from that feature is sparsely
distributed within the main landmark(s). On the other hand, when the feature is
located within a landmark ((b) & (c)), the attention is then on highly distinctive
regions including informative features from outside of its receptive field.
This is visible on both, easy examples (left in Fig. 3), where there is a
clear landmark with distinctive features at similar scales located in the centre
and occupies a significant portion of the image, as well as challenging examples
(right in Fig. 3). For example, the top right example has significant occlusion;
in the second and third row the landmark is far-away and a large portion of
the image is background; and in the bottom row with night-time image. We
can see that even for these hard examples, the second-order attention maps are
consistent. This provides qualitative evidence that the spatial re-weighting of
feature maps, through second-order attentions, is able to assist the network in
learning relative contributions from various features into the final descriptor.
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SOLAR
SOLAR
Fig. 4: Qualitative comparison between the baseline GeM (top) and SOLAR (bottom).
We also compare the results from image retrieval in Fig. 4 on very challeng-
ing examples in ROxf-Hard [37]. The rows for each example show the query
bounding box in yellow, and the Top-7 ranked retrieved images by the baseline
ResNet101+GeM [SOTA] [39] and our ResNet101+SOLAR†, with green and red
borders denoting correct and incorrect retrievals. While GeM performs reason-
ably well on these examples, it has a tendency to rank high the images containing
some similar features, resulting in more false positives. On the other hand, SO-
LAR is able to leverage the global correlation from the second-order attentions
to increase, in the top few ranks, the number of correct (green) retrievals.
5 Ablation Study
In this section we evaluate the impact of SOLAR on descriptor performance.
We first show how SOLAR leads to learning the optimal feature contribution for
pooling a global descriptor from the feature map. Next, we break it down into
the two second-order components. Lastly, we extend SOLAR to patch datasets
to show that it generalises well to local descriptors for image matching task.
5.1 Optimal Feature Contribution
In Section 4.3, we have shown in Fig. 3, that SOAs are effectively re-weighting
individual feature contributions into the global descriptor based on their unique-
ness within the image. Fig. 4 shows examples of improved retrieval results by
SOLAR compared to GeM. In this section, we conduct a detailed quantitative
assessment on the advantages over GeM in optimal feature contributions.
In Fig. 5 we compare the performance of the baseline (ResNet101-GeM
[SOTA]) vs. SOLAR for different values of p-norm in Equation 1. We show
the mAP of both methods on the Hard and Medium protocols of ROxf-RPar
[37] for p ranging from p = 1 (i.e. equal contribution) to p = 100 (i.e. focused
on the strongest features). Note that p is a learnable parameter, we therefore
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Fig. 5: Comparison of mAP against p on ROxf-RPar between SOLAR vs. GeM.
mark the p learnt by each method with dotted-lines on the graphs. The mAP
is clearly increasing as p is raised from 1 to the learnt value, then drops grad-
ually up to p ≈ 20, after which mAP rapidly decreases to a very weak perfor-
mance. For high values of p, GeM-pooling approaches Max-pooling [51]. How-
ever, lim
p→∞ f
p
i = 0 ∀ |fi| ≤ 1, causing numerical instabilities in Equation 1. Hence,
in the implementation, feature magnitudes are clipped to a minimum of 10−6,
explaining why mAPs fall after a threshold of p and differ from Max-pooling [51].
We observe that SOLAR outperforms GeM across most values of p, especially
in Hard examples of both ROxf and RPar. More importantly, when comparing
the values of p learnt by GeM (p∗GeM ) and SOLAR (p
∗
SOLAR), p
∗
SOLAR corre-
sponds to the peak of each of SOLAR’s mAP curve, while p∗GeM is sub-optimal
to the best mAPs. This further supports that our SOAs facilitate learning the
optimal relative contributions of each feature to the global descriptor.
5.2 Impact of Second-Order Components on Image Retrieval
The results in Section 4.2 show that by simultaneously exploiting second-order
spatial information through the SOA blocks and second-order descriptor simi-
larity through the SOS loss, we greatly improve image retrieval performance. In
this section, we perform an ablation study by gradually incorporating separate
second-order components in SOLAR, and discuss the results on image retrieval.
In Table 2 we present the impact of adding the second-order loss (SOS) and
spatial (SOAs) components, with ResNet101+GeM [SOTA] [39] as the baseline.
Firstly, by adding SOS in training, the mAPs improved slightly for < 1%. Then,
we look at the effects of adding SOAs into ResNet101 [16], which contains 5
fully-convolutional blocks conv1 to conv5 x. In retrieval, the input image typ-
ically has high resolution (1000+ pixels on longer side), inserting SOA blocks
before conv4 x is computationally too expensive given the O(n2) complexity of
Equation 2. Table 2 shows that our proposed SOA insertions improve retrieval
mAP for 0.93% with SOA4, 1.15% with SOA5 and 1.78% with SOA4,5. This
shows that fine-tuning SOAs alone are more effective than retraining the back-
bone with SOS. More importantly, we observe that addition of consecutive SOAs
is beneficial and that the improvement brought by fine-tuning on SOA5 is higher
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Table 2: Ablation study of second-order components on ROxf-RPar [37]. We use
ResNet101-GeM [SOTA] [39] as baseline and incrementally add second-order loss and
attention components. Results are in mAP for the Medium and Hard protocols.
Medium Hard
Second-Order
Component(s) ROxf RPar ROxf RPar
None (Baseline) ResNet101-GeM [SOTA] 67.3 80.6 44.3 61.5
Loss (SOS) ResNet101-GeM+SOS 67.6 80.9 44.9 61.9
Spatial (SOA)
ResNet101+SOA4 68.2 81.0 45.7 62.3
ResNet101+SOA5 68.3 81.3 45.9 62.8
ResNet101+SOA4,5 68.6 81.4 46.9 63.7
Both (SOLAR) ResNet101+SOLAR 69.9 81.6 47.9 64.5
than SOA4. We believe that this is due to for large images, where the spatial
second-order information is still rich and fine-grained even at the last feature
map. As SOA5 re-weights the last feature map before GeM pooling, it adds
second-order spatial information directly into the global descriptor, resulting in
a better performance.
Lastly, combining SOS and SOA (i.e. SOLAR) gives the best mAPs, and the
gain by SOS on SOA (> 1%) is more than that of SOS on baseline (< 1%). This
further supports that the two second-order components complement each other.
5.3 Generalisation to Image Matching with Local Descriptors
To validate the generalisation ability of SOLAR besides retrieval with global
descriptors, we further test it on local descriptor learning. Local patches have
different statistics than images, containing less semantic information. However,
some degree of structure is still present in patches, thus spatial correlation is still
informative [28]. Therefore, we train a local descriptor network with the proposed
spatial SOAs. With the second-order similarity included in local SOSNet [47], it
is straightforward to directly insert SOAs into SOSNet.
Datasets. In contrast to image retrieval, there are several tasks in different
benchmarks to evaluate the performance of local descriptors. Most frequently
used are the UBC Patches [54] and HPatches [7], as well as other localisation
benchmarks that test both feature detectors and descriptors simultaneously.
UBC Patches [54], consists of three scenes (liberty, notredame, and yosemite)
from which corresponding patches are extracted. Models are trained on one scene
and tested on the other two for evaluation. Previous works [8,27,28,46,47] report
the false positive rate at 95% recall (FPR@95) on the 100K test pairs. How-
ever, the performance on this dataset has saturated, and the limitations of the
FPR@95 metric have also been pointed out [6]. Moreover, the evaluation task
for UBC is different in nature from retrieval. Therefore, we leave the results for
UBC in the supplementary material and use UBC data only for training, which
is a standard protocol for the HPatches benchmark.
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Fig. 6: Patch description performance on HPatches. Each of the configurations is de-
noted as SOA followed by the numbers indicating layers in SOSNet [47] backbone after
which the blocks are inserted. We train all models with the liberty subset of UBC and
select the model with the lowest average FPR@95. Patches are resized to 32× 32.
HPatches [7] contains over 1.5 million patches extracted from 116 scenes
with varying viewpoint and illumination. There are three evaluation tasks: Patch
Verification, Image Matching and Patch Retrieval.
Impact of SOA at Different Layers. SOSNet [47] uses the L2-Net [46] archi-
tecture as the backbone. There are 7 convolutional layers in L2-Net which takes a
32×32 grayscale input patch and outputs a local descriptor with dimensionality
of 128. The L2-Net architecture is presented in the supplementary material. The
SOA block can be inserted at each intermediate feature map except for Layer-7,
as the spatial dimension is reduced to 1× 1 only. The earlier the SOA block(s)
is inserted, the higher the resolution and more second-order information can be
exploited. However, this comes at two costs. First, the complexity of Equation 2
is O(n2), where n is the product of the two spatial dimensions. Second, the
channel depth is shallower at early layers (32 in the first two vs. 128 in the final
three layers), i.e. each spatial feature in the early layers is less informative.
The results on HPatches with our SOLAR patch descriptors are presented
in Fig. 6. To investigate how second-order spatial information changes in patch
description, we insert 1 to 3 SOA blocks from between Layers-3 to 7 of L2-Net
(Layers-1 & 2 add too much computational cost), giving the set of results {SOA3,
SOA4, SOA5, SOA6, SOA3,4, SOA3,5, SOA4,5, SOA4,6, SOA3,4,5, SOA4,5,6}.
Models are trained on the liberty subset of the UBC dataset [54] following
standard protocols. We select the best model according to the average FPR@95
on notredame and yosemite for each SOA configuration. Fig. 6 shows that SOAs
generally improve Patch Retrieval mAP, up to 1.75% over SOSNet. The only
exception is SOA6 and is due to low spatial resolution of this feature map (only
8 × 8) compared to large images in Section 5.2, resulting in less informative
second-order spatial correlation. This poses a more difficult optimisation task
for the SOAs at the final feature levels. We notice that SOAs on consecutive
levels (SOA3,4 > SOA3,5 for 0.17%, SOA4,5 > SOA4,6 for 0.45%), and across
different scales (SOA3,5 > SOA4,5 for 0.34% despite having fewer parameters)
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are both beneficial to retrieval, further validating the results from Section 5.2.
The results on Patch Verification and Image Matching are consistent with Patch
Retrieval, especially with the ordering w.r.t. different SOA configurations. This
shows that our SOLAR descriptor also extends well to describing local patches,
generalising well between tasks of image retrieval and matching.
6 Implementation Details
GeM+SOLAR. We start with ResNet101-GeM [39] pre-trained on GL185 and
fine-tune the SOAs and the whitening layer with Equation 8. We train for a
maximum of 50 epochs on the same GL18 [45] dataset using Adam [22] with
an initial learning rate of 1e−6 (1e−4 for p) and exponential decay rate of 0.01.
For each epoch 2000 anchors are randomly selected. The triplets are formed, for
every anchor, with 1 positive and 5 hard-negatives mined from 20,000 negative
samples, each from a separate landmark, yielding 5 triplets {(Da, Dp, Dn)} for
Equations 6 and 7. The batch-size is 8. We use margin m = 1.25 for the triplet
loss and λ = 10 for SOS loss. At test time, we follow [39] by passing 3 scales
[1,
√
2, 1√
2
] to the network and taking the average of the output descriptors.
SOSNet+SOAs. We re-implemented SOSNet [47] with the details in the origi-
nal paper to serve as a baseline (100 epochs max). SOAs are inserted and trained
with identical settings. All experiments are implemented in PyTorch [32]. For
GeM+SOLAR†, fine-tuning takes roughly 12 hours across 4 1080Ti GPUs. For
SOSNET+SOAs, each training takes roughly 5 hours on a single 1080Ti GPU.
7 Conclusion
In this work, we propose SOLAR, a global descriptor that utilises second-order
information through both spatial attention and descriptor similarity for large-
scale image retrieval. We conduct detailed quantitative and qualitative studies
on the impact of incorporating second-order attention that learns to effectively
re-weight feature maps, and combine with the second-order information from
descriptors similarity to produce better representation for retrieval. We extend
the SOLAR approach to local patch descriptors and show that it improves upon
the current state-of-the-art without extra supervision, proving that such second-
order combination generalises to different type of data. SOLAR achieves state-of-
the-art image retrieval performance on the challenging RParis+1M benchmark
compared to similar global single-pass methods by a large margin of 3.6% as well
as outperforms local aggregation methods by 3.5%, while running at a fraction
of both time and memory costs. Our approach also improves state-of-the-art for
local descriptors in HPatches benchmark by 1.75%.
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1 Results Reported in FPR@95 on UBC Patches
Table 1: FPR@95 on the UBC dataset. We compare original SOSNet results [47], our
re-implemention with data augmentation – SOSNet+ (reimpl.) and SOSNET+ with
the layer numbers after which SOA are inserted. We performed each experiments three
times and report the mean and standard deviation. Note that results from SOA4,5,6
are not reported as the network did not converge except when trained on the liberty
subset.
Train Liberty Notredame Yosemite
Test Extra Params Notredame Yosemite Liberty Yosemite Liberty Notredame Mean
SOSNet – 1.95 0.58 1.25 1.25 2.84 0.87 1.46
SOSNet+ (reimpl.) – 1.31 ±0.01 0.46 ±0.04 1.21 ±0.06 1.07 ±0.03 2.25 ±0.03 0.80 ± 0.04 1.138 ±0.034
SOSNet+, SOA3 12,288 1.22 ± 0.04 0.45 ±0.03 1.20 ± 0.03 0.96 ± 0.05 2.01 ±0.10 0.73 ±0.04 1.065 ±0.050
SOSNet+, SOA4 12,288 1.27 ±0.04 0.44 ±0.03 1.23 ±0.06 0.99 ±0.09 2.08 ±0.01 0.78 ±0.01 1.130 ±0.040
SOSNet+, SOA5 22,528 1.26 ±0.03 0.44 ±0.02 1.17 ±0.02 0.99 ±0.06 2.06 ±0.04 0.73 ±0.02 1.108 ±0.031
SOSNet+, SOA6 22,528 1.30 ±0.02 0.56 ±0.05 1.23 ±0.07 1.59 ±0.08 2.80 ±0.05 0.93 ±0.01 1.380 ±0.046
SOSNet+, SOA3,4 24,576 1.21 ±0.02 0.42 ±0.03 1.15 ±0.02 1.00 ±0.01 2.07 ±0.01 0.75 ±0.06 1.101 ±0.040
SOSNet+, SOA3,5 24,576 1.27 ±0.06 0.45 ±0.05 1.30 ±0.02 0.96 ±0.03 2.19 ±0.02 0.82 ±0.01 1.139 ±0.030
SOSNet+, SOA4,5 34,816 1.22 ±0.03 0.48 ±0.01 1.29 ±0.01 0.97 ±0.01 2.22 ±0.04 0.75 ±0.04 1.130 ±0.021
SOSNet+, SOA4,6 34,816 1.39 ±0.02 0.59 ±0.02 1.59 ±0.19 1.32 ±0.03 2.72 ±0.18 0.89 ±0.03 1.416 ±0.077
SOSNet+, SOA3,4,5 47,104 1.32 ±0.03 0.46 ±0.02 1.36 ±0.04 1.02 ±0.10 2.10 ±0.06 0.71 ±0.02 1.147 ±0.047
The results reported in FPR@95 on UBC-Patches [54] is shown in Table 1.
We present results on each of the six test runs with various configurations of
SOA insertions. We did not perform experiments involving SOA1 and SOA2 as
explained in Section 5 in the paper. The layers after which SOAs are inserted are
based on the L2-Net architecture in Table 2. We performed experiments on SOA
insertion of one to three blocks from between Layers-3 to 7, giving the set of
results {SOA3, SOA4, SOA5, SOA6, SOA3,4, SOA3,5, SOA4,5, SOA4,6, SOA3,4,5,
SOA4,5,6}. To resolve potential noise, we follow the practice by Mukundan et
al. [28] in performing three separate runs for each experiment and reporting the
mean value and standard deviation.
Comparing the results of SOSNet with various SOAs inserted in Table 1,
we can see that in general the SOA blocks increase the results slightly with
few extra parameters. Agreeing with HPatches results from Fig. 6 in the paper,
configurations with SOA6 inserted perform noticeably worse when compared
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to the baseline. We suspect this also due to the same reason of optimisation
constraints for low-resolutions at very higher-level feature maps, as discussed in
Section 5.3 in the paper. By comparing SOA3,4 with SOA3,5 and SOA4,5 with
SOA4,6, we observe that SOAs inserted at consecutive feature levels performs
noticeably better. One potential explanation would be the immediate sharing of
information across consecutive feature maps, allowing for better gradients into
the SOA blocks to optimise for feature re-weighting. This also agrees with the
improved performance of SOA4,5 over single SOA block insertion for ReseNet101
in Section 5.2 of the paper, and HPatches results in the paper.
2 L2-Net Architecture
Table 2: L2-Net [46] architecture. Note that we only show the convolutional kernel’s
parameters and intermediate feature map dimension to assist discussion of SOA block
insertions. Refer to Tian et al. [46] for complete details of the architecture including
normalisation and activation layers, and different variations of the model.
Layer Kernel Stride Output shape [h,w, c] Cumulative # Params.
1 3× 3 1 32, 32, 32 288
2 3× 3 1 32, 32, 32 9,216
3 3× 3 2 16, 16, 64 18,432
4 3× 3 1 16, 16, 64 36,864
5 3× 3 2 8, 8, 128 73,728
6 3× 3 1 8, 8, 128 147,756
7 8× 8 1 1, 1, 128 285,984
Table 2 shows the L2-Net [46] architecture, which is used by SOSNet [47] and
the ablation study from Section 5.3 in the paper. In our implementation of SOS-
Net and subsequent SOSNet+, SOAs experiments, the patch first passes through
an InstanceNorm layer, then each convolution layer is followed by BatchNorm
and ReLU (except for after Layer-7 which has no ReLU). Lastly, `2-norm is
applied to the final 128-dimensional descriptor after Layer-7. During training,
dropout of rate 0.1 is added between Layer-6 and Layer-7 to prevent over-fitting.
3 Second-order attention maps on patches
Fig. 1 on the next page visualises the second-order attention maps (similar to
Figure 4 in the paper) on two example patch correspondences from HPatches [7].
We show two example reference patches and each a ‘hard’ corresponding patch
from a sequence with viewpoint (top) and illumination changes (bottom). Firstly
we observe that in contrast to large images, the second-order attention at a given
spatial location focuses on similar / connected structures within the patch. This
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Fig. 1: Second-order attention maps for HPatches [7]. Left: reference patch. Right:
hard correspondence. Top: viewpoint changes to reference patch. Bottom: illumina-
tion changed to reference patch. For each case, we select four pixel locations (pink star)
to display the attention maps of SOSNet [47]+, SOA3,4,5. which has the best results
in HPatches evaluation.
is due to much less semantic (and colour) information and lack of distinctive
textures in patches compared to large images. Secondly we also observe that the
attention maps are invariant to both viewpoint and illumination changes. As we
compare the reference patch to the hard correspondence, the attentions between
are consistent across all three levels in SOA3,4,5.
